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Abstract: Salinity management in estuarine systems is crucial for developing effective water-management
strategies to maintain compliance and understand the impact of salt intrusion on water quality and
availability. Understanding the temporal and spatial variations of salinity is a keystone of salinity-
management practices. Process-based numerical models have been traditionally used to estimate the
variations in salinity in estuarine environments. Advances in data-driven models (e.g., deep learning
models) make them effective and efficient alternatives to process-based models. However, a discernible
research gap exists in applying these advanced techniques to salinity modeling. The current study
seeks to address this gap by exploring the innovative use of deep learning with data augmentation and
transfer learning in salinity modeling, exemplified at 23 key salinity locations in the Sacramento–San
Joaquin Delta which is the hub of the water-supply system of California. Historical, simulated (via
a hydrodynamics and water quality model), and perturbed (to create a range of hydroclimatic and
operational scenarios for data-augmentation purposes) flow, and salinity data are used to train a baseline
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and a deep learning Residual Long-Short-Term Memory (Res-LSTM) net-
work. Four other deep learning models including LSTM, Residual Network (ResNet), Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU), and Residual GRU (Res-GRU) are also examined. Results indicate that models pre-trained
using augmented data demonstrate improved performance over models trained from scratch using only
historical data (e.g., median Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency increased from around 0.5 to above 0.9). Moreover,
the five deep learning models further boost the salinity estimation performance in comparison with
the baseline MLP model, though the performance of the latter is acceptable. The models trained using
augmented data are then (a) used to develop a web-based Salinity Dashboard (Dashboard) tool that
allows the users (including those with no machine learning background) to quickly screen multiple man-
agement scenarios by altering inputs and visualizing the resulting salinity simulations interactively, and
(b) transferred and adapted to estimate observed salinity. The study shows that transfer learning results
more accurately replicate the observations compared to their counterparts from models trained from
scratch without knowledge learned and transferred from augmented data (e.g., median Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency increased from around 0.4 to above 0.9). Overall, the study illustrates that deep learning
models, particularly when pre-trained using augmented data, are promising supplements to existing
process-based models in estuarine salinity modeling, while the Dashboard enables user engagement
with those pre-trained models to inform decision-making efficiently and effectively.

Keywords: deep learning; data augmentation; transfer learning; Salinity Emulation Dashboard;
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Effective management of salinity is the linchpin of effectual water resource man-
agement in estuarine environments, owing to the immense bio-ecological significance
of salinity and its inherent spatial and temporal fluctuations [1]. This is particularly the
case for the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta (Delta) of California, United States. The Delta
serves as the hub of California’s water-supply system and conveys water to millions of
residents, agricultural lands, and businesses across the state [2]. It is also an ecological
hotspot providing habitats to a diverse range of wildlife including many threatened and
endangered species [3]. The delicate balance of salinity levels in the Delta is crucial for
supporting the plants and animals that rely on these habitats [4] and the reliability and
sustainability of the water supply for agricultural, municipal, and recreational usage. It
should be pointed out that desalinated seawater and deep groundwater can be viable
alternative sources of water supply [5–7] in coastal and estuarine environments. However,
novel and affordable desalination technologies are yet to be developed to address water
issues in California [8–10] including the Delta. In the Delta, salinity levels largely depend
on the interaction between seawater from the Pacific Ocean and precipitation-induced (not
desalinated) freshwater from upstream. The management of salinity levels across the Delta
depends on various factors, including the intricate interaction between fresh water and
seawater. The interaction varies by location and is impacted by river channel geometry,
hydraulic structures such as gates and barriers, diversions, consumptive use, and upstream
reservoir releases [11].

The objective of this study is twofold. First, the study aims to assess the ability and
applicability of machine learning, particularly deep learning with data augmentation
and transfer learning, in salinity modeling in the Delta. Second, the study develops an
interactive emulator dashboard powered by machine learning models assessed in the
first step. The dashboard can serve as an adaptive management tool for water managers,
allowing them to quickly visualize and assess salinity levels and compliance under a range
of planning scenarios covering different operational options or hydro-climatic conditions.

1.2. Literature Review

One primary goal of water management in California is to balance the competing
demands of urban, agricultural, and environmental water use with the need to maintain
compliance with salinity requirements in the Delta. Salinity estimates for a range of
conditions are required for this purpose and are typically simulated with computerized
models. There are three categories of models that have been developed to estimate Delta
salinity: (1) empirical models, (2) process-based numerical models, and (3) data-driven
models using machine learning.

Empirical models provide estimates based upon an analysis of input and output data.
Empirical models that have been used to simulate salinity in the Delta include the Minimum
Delta Outflow (MDO) procedure [12], the G-model [13], and the Delta Salinity Gradient
(DSG) model [14]. Process-based salinity models simulate the physical processes involved
in salinity transport. Models that have been successfully applied in the Delta include,
but are not limited to, the one-dimensional Delta Simulation Model II (DSM2) [15], and the
multi-dimensional models TRIM2D [16], RMA10 [17], UnTrim [18,19], and SCHISM [20,21].

Machine learning models can be designed to emulate empirical or process-based
models, in simulating water quality variables [22–24], by analyzing the input and output
data, rather than by simulating the physical processes. The models are more powerful than
empirical models and are designed to be more adaptable to varying conditions. The trained
models can provide reasonably accurate results for many scenarios in a relatively short
time. The first machine learning model for the Delta was developed by Sandhu and
Finch [25]. Specifically, they developed a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) artificial neural
network (ANN) model. The MLP model was configured to emulate the G-model in
California’s Water Resources Planning model CalSim II [26–28], and later incorporated
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with some enhancements into CalSim 3.0 [29]. Another set of MLP models were also
developed to indirectly emulate the process-based model DSM2 in salinity simulation in
the Delta [30]. More recently, Qi et al. [31] developed the first multi-task learning (MTL;
one model for multiple study location) ANN to simulate Delta salinity, resulting in greater
accuracy and efficiency than the single-task learning (STL; one model per study location)
models described in those previous studies [25–28,30]. Qi et al. [32] then applied three new
deep learning models, Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU),
and Residual Network (ResNet), to directly emulate DSM2 in Delta salinity modeling.
Moreover, Qi et al. [33] proposed two novel deep learning architectures, Residual LSTM
(Res-LSTM) and Residual GRU (Res-GRU). These new models demonstrated improved
performance over the MLP model in Delta salinity simulation. In addition to advances in
model architecture, techniques have also been developed to increase the generalization
and applicability of machine learning models in terms of (a) training the models using
a wide variety of data, often referred to as “data augmentation”, and (b) adapting and
transferring models trained for a specific task for a different but related task, typically called
“transfer learning”. There exists a distinct research gap in assessing the generalization and
applicability of machine learning models, specifically through techniques such as data
augmentation and transfer learning in salinity modeling.

Data augmentation aims to improve the performance and generalization of a machine
learning model by providing it with more diverse and varied data to learn from. Deep neu-
ral networks rely on large training datasets to avoid overfitting and data augmentation is
often utilized to artificially generate additional training data. Data augmentation is widely
used in machine learning and has been applied to a variety of domains and applications,
including computer vision, natural language processing, speech recognition, and fore-
cast models. In a review, Wen [34] classified different data-augmentation methods and
highlighted their strengths and limitations. Basic types of data-augmentation techniques
include the time-domain-based, frequency-domain-based, and time–frequency-domain-
based methods. Advanced data-augmentation algorithms include decomposition-based,
statistical generative models, and learning-based methods. Bandara [35] proposed a novel
data augmentation-based forecasting framework that can improve the baseline accuracy
of the global forecasting models. Data-augmentation techniques have also been used in
hydrology and water resource modeling to improve model performance. For instance,
Wang et al. [36] implemented data-augmentation techniques to minimize overfitting when
downscaling daily precipitation and temperature using deep learning. Kim et al. [37]
augmented data to enrich training datasets for stormwater-management model simula-
tions and found that data augmentation improved predictive performance. Specific to the
Delta, Seneviratne and Wu [28] and Chen et al. [30] explored Delta-specific time series data
augmentation to train an ANN model to simulate Delta salinity.

Transfer learning is a subfield of machine learning and has gained significant attention
in recent years. It refers to the process of transferring knowledge learned from one domain
or task to another related domain or task. In other words, transfer learning aims to
leverage the knowledge acquired in one problem to solve a different but related problem.
Transfer learning has been applied in many fields, such as computer vision [38–40], natural
language processing [41], and speech recognition [42,43]. One of the key advantages of
transfer learning is that it enables models to learn from a much smaller set of data in the
target domain. This is particularly useful when the target domain has limited labeled
data. Transfer learning can also reduce the computational cost of training models, as the
pre-trained model can be used as an initialization point for the target task. In recent years,
transfer Learning has been widely used in the field of water resources. Willard et al. [44]
proposed an innovative approach that leverages a technique called meta-transfer learning.
This approach involves training a model on a large dataset of water temperature time series
from monitored lakes and then adapting the model to predict water temperature dynamics
in unmonitored lakes. Specifically, they used a deep neural network LSTM as the base
model and then fine-tuned it on data from the target lake using a transfer learning approach.
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Zhao et al. [45] proposed a method that utilizes a deep neural network (DNN) to predict
the diffusion coefficients of binary and ternary supercritical water mixtures. The DNN
was trained on a dataset of diffusion coefficients generated from molecular dynamics
simulations. Kimura et al. [46] proposed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract
features from flood data. The CNN was trained using a transfer learning approach, where
a pre-trained CNN model was adapted to the flood-prediction task using a small subset of
flood data from the target area.

1.3. Scope of the Current Work

The current study builds on the success of previous relevant studies in the Delta,
particularly the studies of Qi et al. [32,33] which proposed six machine learning models
including novel deep learning models for Delta salinity modeling but extending them by
(a) exploring deep learning with data augmentation and transfer learning in Delta salinity
modeling for the first time; (b) developing a user-friendly Salinity Emulation Dashboard
centered on those machine learning models. Our hypothesis is that the incorporation of
data-augmentation and transfer learning techniques will enhance the performance and
efficiency of the proposed machine learning models. The dashboard can be used by water
managers to assess the impacts of different management options on salinity compliance
and to make informed decisions in a timely manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the methodol-
ogy applied including (a) study locations, datasets, models, metrics; (b) the concept and
implementation of data augmentation and transfer learning; and (c) an overview of the
proposed Salinity Emulation Dashboard. Section 3 presents data-augmentation results and
transfer learning results of two adopted machine learning models. The results of the other
four ML models are provided in Appendix B. Section 3 also introduces the architecture and
user-interface of the dashboard. The section further exemplifies how to use the dashboard
through a use case. Section 4 discusses the results, the scientific and practical implications
of the study, and future work. Section 5 concludes the study.

2. Methodology
2.1. Study Location and Datasets

This study exemplifies the application of adopted ML models and development of
a web-browser based dashboard centered on these ML models in simulating salinity at
23 locations in the Delta (Figure 1). These locations include freshwater-pumping locations,
key flow junctions, and locations of ecological significance. Salinity measured at these
stations is represented as electrical conductivity (EC) in micro-Siemens/cm (µS/cm). These
stations have salinity measurements available from 2000 to 2019, with some intermittent
missing values. Daily field salinity observations at these stations are used as part of
the labelled data to train/test ML models, which will be discussed in detail later when
describing the training and test schemes (Section 2.4).

Following our previous studies [32,33], a set of eight daily variables is used as input
features to the ML models. These eight variables, as detailed in Table 1 of [33], either
represent boundary conditions (e.g., Sacramento River inflow and salinity level, San Joaquin
River inflow and salinity level, and Martinez tidal stage; Figure 1) for DSM2 or inform
important operating rules (e.g., Delta Cross Channel gate operations, Delta consumptive
use, export level) for Delta flow and salinity management. The historical time series of these
eight variables from 1990 to 2019 are fed into DSM2 to generate daily salinity simulations at
all study locations. These inputs and salinity-simulation outputs, hereinafter referred to as
baseline simulations, are utilized to train/validate/test the ML models. The current study
applies data augmentation to encompass a range of hydrology and water-management
operations to train the ML models. Relevant historical inputs (inflows and gate operations)
to DSM2 from 1990 to 2019 are altered in ways similar to those reported in previous
studies [28,30]. Specifically, the magnitudes of two major freshwater inflow boundaries
(Sacramento River inflow and San Joaquin River inflow) to DSM2 are scaled up or down
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by 20%. Alternately, the timing of these two inflows is shifted forward or backward by
15 days. Lastly, the Delta Cross Channel gates and Suisun Marsh Salinity Control Gates
are assumed to be either fully open or closed all the time. These alterations yield a total
number of 12 additional DSM2 scenarios (Table 1). The inputs and salinity-simulation
outputs of these 12 scenarios, hereinafter referred to as augmented data, are also used to
train/test the ML model adopted in the current study. It should be highlighted that those
alterations are intended to create a wider (than historical) range of conditions including
extreme conditions to train the machine learning models. The study does not imply that
these hypothetical scenarios would necessarily occur.

Figure 1. Schematic showing locations of modeled and observed salinity data used in the study.

Table 1. DSM2 scenarios utilized to augment the historical data.

Scenario
Index Scenario Description

Baseline Historical DSM2 run from 1990 to 2019

1 Historical DSM2 run with Sacramento River inflows shifted forward by 15 days

2 Historical DSM2 run with Sacramento River inflows shifted backward by 15 days

3 Historical DSM2 run with Sacramento River inflows scaled down by 20%

4 Historical DSM2 run with Sacramento River inflows scaled up by 20%

5 Historical DSM2 run with San Joaquin River inflows shifted forward by 15 days

6 Historical DSM2 run with San Joaquin River inflows shifted backward by 15 days

7 Historical DSM2 run with San Joaquin River inflows scaled down by 20%

8 Historical DSM2 run with San Joaquin River inflows scaled up by 20%

9 Historical DSM2 run with Delta Cross Channel Gates closed all the time

10 Historical DSM2 run with Delta Cross Channel Gates open all the time

11 Historical DSM2 run with Suisun Marsh Salinity Control Gates closed all the time

12 Historical DSM2 run with Suisun Marsh Salinity Control Gates open all the time
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2.2. Machine Learning (ML) Models

The current study explores the usage of six different ML models in a multi-task
learning framework (i.e., one ML model for all 23 study locations). The models include
the baseline multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model and five other deep learning models:
a Residual Network (ResNet), a Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, a Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) network, a Residual LSTM (Res-LSTM), and a Residual GRU (Res-
GRU). For simplicity, these models are described briefly as follows. Detailed information
including schematics of model architectures on these six ML models can be found in [32,33].

The MLP model contains two fully connected (FC) hidden layers in addition to an
input layer and an output layer (Figure A1 in Appendix A). The eight input features
are pre-processed before being supplied to the MLP model. The ResNet model adds a
shortcut connection to a main path formed by two convolutional layers, a flatten step and
an FC layer (Figure A2). The shortcut path consists of an input flattening step and an FC
layer. This design aims to skip the hand-crafted pre-processing step while preserving the
temporal information in the input features. The recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type
of ANN that can learn from input features’ temporal information. The LSTM network
is a special type of RNN. Different from conventional RNNs, LSTM implements a “gate”
concept and contains an input gate, a forget gate, and an output gate (Figure A3). This
implementation makes it capable of storing a cell state vector that is maintained, updated,
or erased when processing the input features recurrently. The GRU network is a different
type of RNN but is less sophisticated when compared to an LSTM network in terms of
structural complexity (Figure A4). A GRU network has only a reset gate and an update
gate (rather than three gates in an LSTM network). It has no internal memory unit as an
LSTM network does. Additionally, following the shortcut design in ResNet, we devise
modified versions (with less complexity) of LSTM and GRU called Res-LSTM (Figure A5)
and Res-GRU (Figure A6), respectively. To be specific, we use the MLP model as the main
branch in Res-LSTM or Res-GRU but add the shortcut connection consisting of a single
LSTM or GRU layer, which is less complex than the baseline LSTM or GRU architectures,
to capture the residual between the reference salinity and the MLP-simulated salinity.

2.3. Study Metrics

To train the ML models, we utilize the widely used mean squared error as the loss
function. To assess the performance of these ML models, we employ five commonly used
statistical metrics: the mean squared error (MSE), the square of the correlation coefficient
(r2), percent bias, root mean standard deviation ratio (RSR), and the Nash–Sutcliffe Effi-
ciency (NSE) coefficient. These five metrics evaluate a model’s performance from different
aspects and are complementary to each other. The MSE measures the average squared
differences between the ML simulations and the targeted salinity, providing a quantifiable
gauge of the magnitude of error in our model’s simulations; the r2 metric sheds light on
the strength of the linear relationship between ML simulations and the reference salin-
ity; percent bias reveals whether a model overestimates or underestimates the reference
salinity, and by how much on an average sense; RSR normalizes the root mean squared
error between modeled and reference salinity using reference salinity’s standard deviation;
NSE quantifies the general predictive skill of ML models. For r2 and NSE, values closer to
1 designate better performance. For MSE, percent bias, and RSR, values closer to 0 represent
better performance.

2.4. Model Training and Test

All the ML models are trained and tested under two scenarios: (a) trained using
the first 70% of the observed salinity data and tested using the last 30% of the observed
data; and (b) trained using the first 70% of the observed data plus the first eight scenarios
(scenarios 1–8 in Table 1) of the augmented data and tested using the remaining four
scenarios (scenarios 9–12 in Table 1). During the training process of both scenarios, we
use the baseline data (baseline scenario in Table 1) without any manual manipulation of
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input features for validation. Specifically, we monitor the convergence of the model by
computing the loss on this baseline dataset and we stop the training when validation loss
stops decreasing for 50 epochs to minimize potential overfitting. This strategy is often
called early stopping. It is a valuable regularization technique in machine learning that
offers several advantages, as highlighted by various studies [47,48]. By halting the training
process when the model’s performance on a validation dataset no longer improves, early
stopping helps prevent overfitting, ensuring that the model generalizes well to unseen
data [49]. Additionally, this strategy increases computational efficiency, reducing the
number of training epochs and saving both time and resources, particularly when working
with large datasets or complex models [50].

All the adopted ML models are trained using the Adam optimizer [51] with a fixed
learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 128. Training and testing are carried out on a
public cloud-based platform: the Google Colaboratory.

2.5. Transfer Learning to Observed Data

Transfer learning is a widely used machine learning technique that capitalizes on the
knowledge from pre-trained models to enhance performance on new tasks. In transfer
learning, a model trained on one task is fine-tuned for another related task, allowing for
faster training while achieving good performance with relatively little training data [39].
In the context of Delta salinity modeling, transfer learning, as opposed to training from
scratch, involves (a) pre-training the model on augmented data, (b) re-initializing the output
layer, and (c) fine-tuning the model using observed (new) data (Figure 2). The observed
data include daily data for the 23 study locations, consistent with the original augmented
training dataset.

The original pre-trained models gain sufficient knowledge on flow–salinity relation-
ships from learning to emulate a wide range of DSM2-simulated outcomes. As a result,
they can quickly adapt to real-world flow–salinity relationship patterns in historical data by
reusing the knowledge it has already acquired on how to identify and handle different types
of features. Specifically, models pre-trained on augmented simulation data are adapted for
a similar task by randomly re-initializing the output layer and training all layers end-to-end
on the training split of the observed data.

Figure 2. Diagram showing the transfer learning process.

To retain the knowledge acquired during pre-training while fine-tuning the model,
the learning rates of different layers are modified. In particular, the front layers’ learning
rate is set to 0.1× the output layer’s learning rate, facilitating faster output layer training
and ensuring the effective transfer and preservation of knowledge from the front layers.
The optimal learning rate ratio (0.1) is determined through multiple experiments with
varying ratios, among a finite set of 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and evaluating model performance
on the test split of the observed data. This transfer learning approach enables the leverag-
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ing of pre-trained models for improved performance on observed data, benefiting from
knowledge transfer between tasks while effectively adapting the model to new data.

2.6. Dashboard

A web-based Salinity Dashboard (Dashboard) is developed to serve as the front-end
user interface for the machine learning salinity emulators described above. The Dashboard
facilitates user interaction with the underlying ML models by allowing easy modification
of the Delta boundary conditions (i.e., the input variables), such as Delta inflow, pumping,
and salinity boundary conditions. The pre-trained ML models (using augmented data) are
evaluated based on the user-modified inputs to the boundary conditions. The model is
reevaluated with every user-directed change of the boundary conditions. The reevaluation
of the ML models takes seconds, which allows for quick screening of multiple scenarios
(e.g., varying water year types, flow conditions, boundary salinity conditions, pumping,
etc.) in a web browser.

3. Results
3.1. ANNs with Augmented Data

This section compares the performance of one adopted deep learning model, Res-
LSTM, against the baseline machine learning model MLP. The results for the other four
deep learning models utilized in the study are shown in Figure A7 in Appendix B. Figure 3
provides a visualization of the comparison using boxplots, enabling us to assess the perfor-
mance metrics of the models under each condition. Figure 3 is organized into ten panels,
labeled ‘(a)’ through ‘(j)’, with five panels in each row displaying the MSE, r2, Bias%,
RSR, and NSE metrics, respectively. The first row (panels (a)–(e)) shows the results from
testing the models on observed data, where the test dataset comprises the last 30% of
the observed data. The second row (panels (f)–(j)) presents the results from testing the
models on augmented data, the test dataset from scenarios 9–12 in Table 1. In each panel,
we provide four boxplots representing the performance of MLP and Res-LSTM in the OT
(trained using observed data only) and OAT (training using augmented and observed data)
scenarios, respectively.

Examining the boxplots in Figure 3 allows us to draw a couple of key conclusions.
When comparing the OAT boxplots with OT, based on the range and median of boxplots,
OAT shows significantly better results than OT. For example, in panel (b), the median r2 is
about 0.6 for both Res-LSTM and MLP in the OT scenario, while it is approximately 0.90
for both models in the OAT scenario. Additionally, the OT scenario has a wider range than
the OAT scenario. Similarly, the RSR of OT (Res-LSTM and MLP) in panel (d) is about
0.8, and for OAT, it is 0.38. The same pattern is observed for the second row of boxplots
(panels (f)–(j)). For instance, the median r2 in panel (g) is about 0.45 for the OT scenarios and
0.90 for the OAT scenarios, indicating that OAT has better performance than OT. Similar
trends can be observed in panel (f) dedicated to MSE. The median MSE for OAT scenarios
approximates 0, demonstrating superior performance compared to the OT scenarios, which
show a median MSE of about 0.018. Furthermore, OT demonstrates larger variability
compared to OAT, underscoring the more consistent and accurate performance achieved
with the OAT approach. It is also notable that both MLP and Res-LSTM models have
similar performance. However, the Res-LSTM model shows slightly better performance
than the MLP model. This high-level analysis allows us to understand the effectiveness
of the data-augmentation technique in improving the accuracy of salinity modeling using
deep learning approaches.

Exceedance probability curves are graphical representations that help visualize and
analyze the distribution of data. They can be used to compare model predictions with
observed data in order to assess the model’s performance. Figure 4 displays exceedance
probability curves and time series plots (in the insert plots) for the daily observed salinity
and the corresponding simulations from Res-LSTM and MLP at four key locations under the
OAT scenario. The x-axis represents the exceedance probability ranging from 0 to 1 (or 0%
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to 100%), and the y-axis represents the salinity (represented by EC) values. These locations
serve important purposes in the transfer and management of water, consisting of two
critical water-supply intake locations: HDMC006 (location #10 in Figure 1) and CHSWP003
(location #9 in Figure 1); and two locations that play a crucial role in maintaining compliance
with salinity regulations: Emmaton (RSAC092; location #4 in Figure 1) and Jersey Point
(RSAN018; location #8 in Figure 1).

Figure 3. Boxplots showing statistical metrics of test results of MLP and Res-LSTM on the observed
data (top row) and augmented data (bottom row).

The model curve (in dashed red line) being above the observed curve (in solid blue
line) suggests that the model is overestimating the EC values. Conversely, the model curve
being below the observed curve indicates that the model is underestimating the EC values.
Figure 4 indicates that the exceedance probability curves for both models well resemble
that of the observed salinity for the four study locations. Specifically, MLP slightly underes-
timates the salinity across all salinity ranges at the intake location CHDMC006 (panel (a)).
In comparison, Res-LSTM only underestimates in the high-salinity range (>6000 µS/cm)
at this location (panel (b)). This is also evident in the insert time series plots. At the other
intake location CHSWP003, Res-LSTM also outperforms MLP which underestimates the
low-medium ranges of salinity (panels (c) and (d)). At the compliance locations Emmaton
(panels (e) and (f)), the performance of both models is generally satisfactory but is relatively
inferior compared to their performance at those two intake locations. Notably from the
exceedance probability curves and time series plots, both models underestimate high range
of salinity but overestimate low-medium range of salinity throughout the study period.
The underestimation of high salinity is also clear at the other compliance location Jersey
Point (panels (g) and (h)) for both models. However, different from Emmaton, both mod-
els, particularly the Res-LSTM model, simulate the low-medium range of salinity well at
Jersey Point.

Overall, data augmentation leads to improved performance of both the baseline MLP
model and the adopted deep learning models including Res-LSTM. The performance of
the baseline MLP model is desirable. However, the other adopted deep learning models
generally yield comparable or superior simulations of Delta salinity.
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Figure 4. Exceedance probability curves and time series plots of daily salinity at four key study
locations of OAT trained MLP model (a) CHDMC006, (b) CHSWP003, (c) RSAC092, (d) RSAN018,
and Res-LSTM model (e) CHDMC006, (f) CHSWP003, (g) RSAC092, (h) RSAN018, to compare with
the observed data.

3.2. Transfer Learning

This section assesses the performance of models trained using the transfer learning
technique described in Section 2.5. Figure 5 illustrates the statistical metrics for test perfor-
mance of the MLP and Res-LSTM models. The MLP and Res-LSTM models were selected
for comparison because MLP serves as the baseline model, and the Res-LSTM’s perfor-
mance is generally in line with that of the four other models trained. Within each boxplot,
the OT box represents the model trained on observed data and the TL box represents the
transfer learned model.

Starting with panel (a), it examines MSE, where a lower value is indicative of bet-
ter performance. For MLP, the MSE in the OT scenario has a broad range from 0.004
to 0.036, but is significantly reduced in the TL scenario, with a range from 0.002 to 0.01.
Likewise, for Res-LSTM, the MSE in the OT scenario spans from 0.003 to 0.01, and nar-
rows down to 0.002 to 0.008 in the TL scenario. Among all the models, the lowest me-
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dian MSE is found with the Res-LSTM (TL) model, underscoring the superior perfor-
mance of models leveraging transfer learning. In panel (b), concerning the r2 values
for MLP (OT) range from 0.3 to 0.83, and for Res-LSTM (OT), they stretch from 0.38 to
0.85. The range of r2 for the transfer learned models (TL) is smaller than that of the (OT)
models, approximately 0.75 to 0.97. Furthermore, the Res-LSTM (TL) model has a larger
minimum r2 value and a narrower range compared to the MLP (TL) model. In terms
of bias (panel (c)), the TL model eliminates the apparent outlier (27% for MLP and 48%
for Res-LSTM), learning for a narrow variation range across the study locations. Finally,
panels (d) and (e) display the metrics for RSR and NSE, respectively. In these panels, we
can observe narrower ranges for both RSR and NSE with more desirable median values for
both MLP (TL) and Res-LSTM (TL).

In comparison to the models without transfer learning, the transfer learned models
generally exhibit better performance, highlighting the effectiveness of transfer learning in
enhancing the model’s ability to estimate salinity. The Res-LSTM model, when fine-tuned
with transfer learning, demonstrates greater skill in salinity estimation, as the median
values across all metrics are closer to the ideal values, and the variations are reduced.
Similar improvements are observed in the other deep learning architectures, as depicted in
Figure A8 in Appendix B. Notably, the performance of the transfer learned models is on
par with the models trained with a combined augmented–observed dataset (Figure 3).

Figure 5. Box plots showing the statistical metrics for test performance of the observed data-trained
(OT) and transfer learned (TL) MLP and Res-LSTM models.

3.3. Dashboard

A complementary browser-based Delta Salinity Dashboard (Dashboard) was devel-
oped to serve as the front-end user interface for the DSM2 salinity emulators described in
Section 2.6. This Dashboard evaluates pre-trained models based on user-modified inputs
with no need to re-train the models. In this dashboard, users can interactively explore
hypothetical scenarios and view the corresponding salinity outputs at key compliance
locations during user-defined simulation periods.

3.3.1. Dashboard Architecture

The Dashboard is written in Python and uses several Python libraries, including
TensorFlow, Panel, Bokeh, and Pandas. The pre-trained deep learning models (GRU, LSTM,
ResNet, Res-GRU, and Res-LSTM) are evaluated by the Dashboard and the results are
presented as a Pandas DataFrame object. Bokeh, a Python library for creating interactive
visualizations, is used to plot the evaluated models. The plots and widgets are assembled
in a dashboard layout using Panel, a Python library used for creating interactive web apps
and dashboards by connecting user-defined widgets to plots, images, tables, or text.

The Dashboard is hosted on Azure using Azure Web App Service, which hosts a
Linux Docker Container with the required dependencies. Docker packages software into
standardized units called containers which include everything needed for the Dashboard
to run, such as Python and its packages. The Dashboard Python code, pre-trained models,
and input data templates are stored in a GitHub repository. Azure servers can be scaled up
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to improve virtual machine processing performance or scaled out to increase the number
of virtual machines. This scaling can be adjusted based on the application’s resource needs
and user traffic.

3.3.2. Dashboard Elements

The Dashboard is hosted on the cloud and accessible through a web link (accessed on
1 May 2023). (dwrbdodash.azurewebsites.net). Upon opening the link, the Dashboard will
be displayed, as shown in Figure 6. The main elements of the Dashboard are highlighted in
Figure 6 and further explained in Table 2.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the Dashboard, highlighting the interactive elements.

Table 2. Description of the interactive dashboard elements.

Dashboard Element Description

1. Water Year Selector

Select the water year for simulation. This tool simulates one water year at a time,
where antecedent inputs are assumed to be historical conditions.
Note: the modified inputs are not saved in memory. For example, if a user
modifies the inputs for 2014, and then changes the simulation to 2015, the scaling
factors for 2014 are reverted to historical conditions and 2015 inputs will be
modified to reflect the scaling configurations shown on the Dashboard.

2. Input Location Selector

Select the boundary input to modify. This dashboard supports the modification of
major Delta boundary conditions, including Northern Flows, Pumping, San Joquin
River Flow, and EC boundaries for the San Joaquin River and Sacramento River.
Refer to Table 1 in [33] for descriptions of the input features.

3. Input Scaler

Sliders to scale the selected Delta boundary condition ±20% from the baseline
(historical) values. The values shown next to the slider for each month indicate the
scale factor.
The scale factor uniformly scales the daily values of the boundary condition for a
given month. The default scale factor of 1 sets the inputs equal to historical
conditions for that month. A scale factor of 1.2 uniformly scales the daily values of
that month to 120% of historical values and a scale factor of 0.8 uniformly scales
the daily values of that month to 80% of historical values.

4. Input Data Plot Plot of the input features. The blue line indicates the user-modified (i.e., scaled)
input feature and the light grey line shows the historical value.

5. Output Location Selector
Select the output location for which to display outputs. Key water quality
locations (including compliance locations) are included. See Figure 1 for details of
the available output locations.

dwrbdodash.azurewebsites.net
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Table 2. Cont.

Dashboard Element Description

6. Output Location Salinity Plot
Plot of the output locations. The black line represents the historical DSM2
simulation, and the various colored lines represent the outcomes from the salinity
emulator, based on the user-modified inputs.

7. Machine Learning Architecture Selection Select the architectures to use in the emulator. See Section 2.2 for details.

8. Data Export Options Options to export the inputs and outputs of the simulation in .csv format for the
selected water year.

3.3.3. Dashboard Example Use Case

This section demonstrates the Dashboard by simulating a critically dry year, 2015.
The simulated scenario will use a version of 2015 hydrology that is modified to represent
arbitrarily drier conditions (reduced winter peak inflows, spring runoff, and exports).
The Dashboard configurations used to set up the scenario are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Dashboard configurations for example use case.

The outcomes of the example simulation are shown in Figure 8 as the solid lines.
Salinity results are shown at Sacramento River near Emmaton and San Joaquin River at
Jersey Point, two important compliance locations for Delta water quality-control standards.
Visual inspection of the Dashboard outputs indicates higher spring salinity resulting from
the reduced inflows. Under the critically dry conditions simulated, a 15% decrease in
March–May runoff increased the June EC by approximately 1000 µS/cm at Emmaton
(Figure A9 in Appendix B) and 500 µS/cm at Jersey Point (Figure A10), compared to
historical conditions. There was a minimal salinity response in December despite the 20%
reduction of inflows, due to the relatively high flows that month.

Salinity simulations like the one in this case study are routinely conducted with
process-based one-dimensional models of the Delta, such as DSM2. To verify its value as a
DSM2 surrogate, it is appropriate to compare the results of the emulation with the results
of DSM2 under the same input assumptions. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the
emulator (Res-LSTM architecture) and a full-featured DSM2 run with the same hydrologic
inputs from the example use case. Dashed lines represent the DSM2 simulations and solid
lines represent the outcomes of the DSM2 emulator. Generally, the alignment between the
emulator and DSM2 are close, supporting the concept that the emulator can be used as a
screening tool.
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Figure 8. Outputs of the Res-LSTM model compared to DSM2 outputs for Sacramento River at
Emmaton and San Joaquin River at Jersey Point.

4. Discussions
4.1. Implications

This study holds significant implications for water resource management and scientific
exploration. The main contributions of the study and their potential applications are
outlined below:

(a) Data augmentation: The study demonstrates the effectiveness of data augmenta-
tion in addressing the challenge of limited historical measurements for data-driven
deep learning models. This approach enhances the performance and versatility of
machine learning models by providing a more diverse and representative dataset.
In practical terms, the data-augmentation method can be applied to various scientific
explorations, allowing researchers to tackle complex problems with limited data.

(b) Transfer learning: The introduction of transfer learning allows knowledge gained
from one problem to be applied to solve a related problem. This methodology can be
adapted to simulate numerous other variables relevant to water resource manage-
ment (e.g., water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and ion constituents) and
the same variables for other estuarine environments.

(c) Continuous model evolution: Both the data augmentation and transfer learning
methods aim to incorporate augmented data into the training process, achieving
improvements over the baseline model trained using observed data alone. As hy-
drodynamic models, salinity observations, and regulatory constraints are constantly
evolving, the ability to build upon previous knowledge through transfer learning
allows machine learning models to continuously adapt to the changing state of
science in the Delta.

(d) Machine learning-based Salinity Dashboard: The Salinity Dashboard is capable of
estimating salinity data comparable to a full-featured DSM2 model. It has practi-
cal applications in real-time operations. By incorporating the Salinity Dashboard
with real-time data, it can inform decision-making and improve water-management
strategies. Furthermore, the efficient emulation facilitates sensitivity analyses in
long-term planning studies, enabling researchers to conduct a higher number of
scenario permutations.

4.2. Future Work

This study demonstrates the ability and applicability of deep learning in salinity mod-
eling when combined with data augmentation and transfer learning. Specifically, in transfer
learning, we trained models using augmented data and applied the trained model to ob-
served data. In a follow-up study, we will apply the trained models in other tasks including
salinity simulations under projected climate-change scenarios (e.g., sea level rise) which
becomes increasingly indispensable in long-term water resource planning. In addition
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to transferability, we also plan to investigate the interpretability of the machine learning
models. One way is to implement different explainable artificial intelligence (XAI [52])
approaches including backpropagation-based [53] and gradient-based [54] methods into
machine learning models. Another way is to combine physical knowledge (e.g., salinity
transport equations in process-based models) into machine learning models. The combined
models are often called physics-informed neural networks (PINN [55–57]). In an ongoing
study, we are developing PINNs to model salinity at a smaller group of study locations and
comparing their performance against that of conventional neural networks. Preliminary
results indicate that PINNs outperform conventional models notably. The corresponding
findings will be reported in a separate paper.

The study also presents a prototype Delta Salinity Dashboard centered on the machine
learning models adopted. The Dashboard will be continually improved with ongoing
advancements to the underlying machining models and application needs. Ongoing and
planned improvements to the dashboard include:

(a) Improved utilities to modify the inputs: The Dashboard’s input modification utilities
will be expanded beyond the current pre-set range. Future iterations will enable
users to upload their own input datasets in various formats (e.g., text files) to provide
more customized simulation scenarios.

(b) Additional post-processing options: In addition to the current time series plots,
the Dashboard’s outputs will be post-processed to include other useful formats such
as exceedance plots and monthly averages.

(c) Multi-year simulation: Instead of limiting the simulation to one year, future itera-
tions of the Dashboard will allow for multiple years of simulation to facilitate the
simulation of, for example, multi-year droughts.

(d) Spatial output viewer: Incorporate a map view to show key metrics of all locations
simultaneously.

(e) Report renerator: Include an option to generate a template-based report with key
indicators of Delta water quality.

5. Conclusions

This study explores the application of deep learning with data augmentation and trans-
fer learning in salinity modeling for the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. From a scientific
point of view, the study was the first attempt to (a) develop state-of-the-art deep learning
models using augmented data in the study area; and (b) assess the feasibility of transfer-
ring pre-trained deep learning models to a different problem. The results demonstrated
the effectiveness and efficiency of data augmentation and transfer learning in providing
satisfactory salinity simulations across the Delta. This lays the foundation for us to further
explore other important management variables (via transfer learning) and tackle other
problems with limited data available (via data augmentation). Additionally, the ability to
build upon previous knowledge through transfer learning allows deep learning models to
continuously adapt to the changing state of science in the Delta. From a practical standpoint,
the study developed a user-friendly salinity modeling dashboard that runs much faster
(e.g., in seconds) than conventional process-based models (e.g., in hours). The dashboard
can be applied in real time to quickly assess the impacts of different operational scenarios
and select the optimal operation. The dashboard can also facilitate sensitivity analysis in
long-term planning studies, allowing the users to conduct a higher number of scenario
permutations in a timely manner.

Despite these advances, the study exemplified the transferability of the deep learning
models developed via a single task (i.e., transfer from simulated to observed data). In our
follow-up studies, we will apply the transfer learning technique to other tasks including cli-
mate change-induced saline seawater intrusion which becomes increasingly indispensable
in long-term water resource-planning studies. Furthermore, the interpretability of the deep
learning models proposed is not assessed as it is outside the scope of the current study.
In follow-up studies, we plan to explore various explainable artificial intelligence tech-
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niques to shed light on the interpretability of the models. Finally, the salinity-simulation
dashboard developed in the current study was meant to be a prototype. In the future, we
will continually improve the dashboard with ongoing advancements to the underlying
machining models and application needs.
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Appendix A. Machine Learning Architectures

Figure A1. Schematic of the MLP network from [32]. The number in the input layer denotes input
shape and those in the subsequent FC layers represent the numbers of neurons of the layers.

Figure A2. Schematic of the ResNet network from [32]. The number in the input layer denotes
input shape and those in the FC layers represent the numbers of units/neurons of the layers. In the
convolutional layers following the input layer, “f” denotes the number of convolutional filters, “k”
denotes size of convolutional kernels and “s” denotes stride.
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Figure A3. Schematic of the LSTM network from [32]. The number in the input layer denotes input
shape and those in the subsequent layers represent the numbers of units/neurons of the layers.

Figure A4. Schematic of the GRU network from [32]. The number in the input layer denotes input
shape and those in the subsequent layers represent the numbers of units/neurons of the layers.

Figure A5. Schematic of the Res-LSTM network from [32]. The number in the input layer denotes
input shape and those in the subsequent layers represent the numbers of units/neurons of the layers.
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Figure A6. Schematic of the Res-GRU network proposed in [33]. The number in the input layer
denotes input shape and those in the subsequent layers represent the numbers of units/neurons of
those layers.

Appendix B. Additional Results

Figure A7. Test results of GRU, LSTM, Res-GRU, and ResNet architectures on the observed data
(top row) and augmented data (bottom row).

Figure A8. Transfer learning test results for GRU, LSTM, Res-GRU, and ResNet architectures.
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Figure A9. Output from the Dashboard showing salinity (represented by EC) at Emmaton resulting
from modified Northern Flow and Pumping, per an example use case.

Figure A10. Output from the Dashboard showing salinity (represented by EC) at Jersey Point
resulting from modified inputs to Northern Flow and Pumping, per an example use case.
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